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Abstract  In order to effectively diagnose the infeasible linear programming (LP) model of production planning in 
refinery, the article proposed three stages strategy based on constraints’ classification and infeasibility analysis. 
Generally, infeasibility sources involve structural inconsistencies and data errors, and the data errors are further 
classified intoⅠ, Ⅱ and Ⅲ. The three stages strategy are: (1) Check data when they are inputted to detect data error 
Ⅰ and repair them; (2) Inspect data whether they are accorded with material balance before solving the LP model to 
identify data error Ⅱ and repair them; (3) Find irreducible inconsistent system of infeasible LP model and give 
diagnosis information priority-ranked to recognize data error Ⅲ and structural inconsistencies. These stages could 
be automatically executed by computer, and the approach has been applied to diagnose the infeasible model well in 
our graphic I/O petro-chemical industry modeling system. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 
The optimization of production planning is an 

important step in supply chain management of petro-
chemical industry. In general case, the mathematical 
models of production planning are linear and the op-
timization is linear programming (LP) problem. As the 
hardware and software have been very power in recent 
years, the solution of a very large LP problem has be-
come routine. The bottleneck is no longer a run time 
on computer for solving the models of petrochemical 
industry, but the correct initial formulation of the 
model. Inadvertent errors are difficult to prevent, es-
pecially when integrating several smaller models into 
a larger one, or when modifying a complex model. 

It is difficult to handle a large LP model which is 
infeasible. In order to repair the infeasible LP model, 
it is required to know where the problem is, but it is 
hard to determine which constraints are in conflict by 
simple inspection. Thus, some mathematical ap-
proaches have been developed to detect the inconsis-
tent constraints(Chinneck and Dravnieks, 1991, 
Greenberg and Murphy,1991, Tamiz, et al., 1996)[1―3]. 
Roodman[4] described how to eliminate an infeasibil-
ity when the phase Ⅰ LP terminates with some of the 
artificial variables having nonzero values. Greenberg 
et al.[5―9] introduced a set of heuristics which rely on 
tracing back through a series of manipulations of the 
model. Murty et al.[10,11] recommended how to use the 
phase Ⅰ LP solution to find a set of constraints which 
is preventing feasibility. Van Loon[12] presented a sim-
plex variant and a set of necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for recognition of a minimal infeasible set. 
Gleeson and Ryan[13] developed a complete localiza-

tion algorithm. Leon and Liern[14] proposed the fuzzy 
method to repair infeasibility of LP. Timminga[15] and 
Huitzing[16] illustrated to analyze and solve infeasibil-
ity problems in test assembly models. 

The approaches used in literatures to diagnose 
the infeasible LP model are in mathematics. However 
when we obtain the irreducibly inconsistent system 
(IIS) of the infeasible LP model, we still could not 
effectively repair the infeasible LP model by using the 
existing approaches, because the IIS has a number of 
constraints. Thus, we adopted other assistant ways 
based on the laws of different physical and chemical 
processes for further infeasibility diagnosis. The arti-
cle proposed three stages strategy for infeasibility di-
agnosis based on constraints’ classification and infea-
sibility analysis.  

2  LP MODEL OF PRODUCTION PLANNING 
IN REFINERY 
2.1  Objective function 

The objective is to maximize the profit of refin-
ery.  
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2.2  Constraints 
Constraints are classified into different categories: 

material balance [Eq.(2)], production rate [Eq.(3)], flow 
rate bound [Eq.(4)], feedstock flow rate proportion 
[Eq.(5)], capacity [Eq.(6)], product required quality 
[Eq.(7)] and others. The classification is important for 
effectively diagnosing the model when it is infeasible. 
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The model with formulations (1)—(7) is auto-
matically generated by our graphic I/O petro-chemical 
industry modeling system (GIOPIMS). For infeasibil-
ity diagnosis, we need to mark each constraint with 
three parameters. For example, we mark a constraint 
of formulation (2) with “A” to show the type of con-
straint is material balance, “1” to denote the constraint 
belongs to unit 1 and “0” to figure the constraint does 
not belong to any stream, written as [A, 1, 0]. 

3  INFEASIBILITY OF THE LP MODEL 
Generally, infeasibility sources are partitioned 

into two categories: data errors and structural incon-
sistencies. 

3.1  Data errors 
The LP model of production planning in refinery 

refers to a great deal of data. These data perhaps con-

tain errors when they are inputted. The errors can be 
classified into three types: Ⅰ, Ⅱ and III. Data error 
Ⅰ is that data disobeys its property such as a positive 
number has been written as a negative number and/or 
a couple of data only belonging to one unit whose up-
per and lower bound are conflicting. Data error Ⅱ is 
that a group data only belonging to one unit disobey 
the mass conservation.  

Data error Ⅲ is that data of different units and 
streams are inconsistent. These data refer to produc-
tion rate, capacity, feedstock flow rate proportion and 
flow rate bound. These errors are the bottleneck to 
diagnose the infeasible LP model of production plan-
ning in refinery. 
 
3.2  Structural inconsistencies 

Structural inconsistencies denote that some 
streams of a unit in the flow sheet do not exit really, 
which should destroy mass conservation. These errors 
less arise than data errors, and they are only consid-
ered if no data errors have been found during infeasi-
bility diagnosis. 

4  INFEASIBILITY DIAGNOSIS ON THE LP 
MODEL 

Data error Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ and structural inconsisten-
cies are interacted for infeasibility diagnosis. Data 
error Ⅰ will have an impact on detecting data error Ⅱ, 
while data error Ⅱ will cause interference during 
identifying data error Ⅲ. As the same, data errors will 
disturb the identification of structural inconsistencies. 
Thus to identify the errors effectually, three stages 
strategy could be carried through the infeasibility di-
agnosis (Fig.1): (1) Check data when they are inputted 
to detect data error Ⅰ and repair them; (2) Inspect 
data whether they are accorded with material balance, 
if not, identify data error Ⅱ and repair them; (3) Find 
IIS of infeasible LP model and give diagnosis infor-
mation priority-ranked to recognize data error Ⅲ and 
structural inconsistencies.  

4.1  Stage one: Check inputted data to detect data 
error Ⅰ and repair them 

Data error Ⅰ could be detected when data are 

Table 1  Data error Ⅰ and Ⅱ in the LP model 

Data error Ⅰ Data error Ⅱ 
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inputted. This stage is simple to be completed through 
the parameter input interface-dialog box of our 
GIOPIMS (Fig.2). If some data contain error Ⅰ, we 
could identify the error data and repair them immedi-
ately.  

 
Figure 2  Stage one: Check inputted 

data to detect data error Ⅰ 

4.2  Stage two: Identify data error Ⅱ and repair them 
Data error Ⅱ could be detected by inspecting 

material balance before solving the LP model. Data 
without error Ⅰ still may disobey material balance. If 
data contain the error Ⅱ, we should give a good di-
agnosis immediately. For example, a LP model with a 
group data (Table 2) is infeasible, because its total 
product rate lower bound is more than 100%. The er-
ror data is detected before solving the LP model 
automatically, thus we repair the model at once. 

Table 2  A group data with error Ⅱ of production rate in 
a FCC unit 

Products 
Rate lower bound, 

% 
Rate upper bound,

% 
dry gas 5.0 5.0 
liquid hydrocarbon 14.0 14.0 
gasoline 43.5 43.5 
diesel oil 21.4 21.4 
slurry oil 7.0 7.0 
coke 9.5 9.5 
loss 0.6 0.6 
total 101.0 101.0 

4.3  Stage three: Recognize data error Ⅲ and 
structural inconsistencies 

After the stage one and two have been accom-
plished well, if the LP model is still infeasible, we 
need to analyze the IIS obtained from the solver and 
identify the inconsistent constraints. The constraints in 
the IIS are further classified into two disjoint sets, 
namely the necessary set and the sufficient set. The 
sufficient set refers to a crucial subset of the IIS in the 
sense that removing any one of its members from the 
entire model renders the model feasible. Note that not 
all infeasible models have sufficient sets. The neces-
sary set contains those constraints and bounds that are 
likely to contribute to the overall infeasibility of the 
entire model. Thus, the necessary set requires a cor-
rection in at least one member to make the original 
model feasible. 

Sometimes the sufficient set and necessary set have 
large numbers of constraints, thus it is not easy to repair 
the infeasible LP model. Therefore, we further classify 
the sufficient and necessary sets into three disjoint sub-
sets respectively according to the type of the constraints. 
Capacity and flow rate constraints are in subset 1, while 
production rate, proportion, product required quality and 
other constraints are in subset 2, and only material bal-
ance constraints are in subset 3, seeing Fig.3. The classi-
fication could be completed automatically through the 
mark parameters of each constraint. 

The constraints in subset 1 most possibly con-
tains error or unreasonable data, while the constraints 
in subset 2 have less opportunity to be inconsistent 
because the data in these constraints have been 
checked in the stage one and two , and the constraints 
in subset 3 have least chance to be inconsistent except 
the flow sheet covers structural inconsistencies. Based 
on the classification, we should firstly check the con-
straints in subset 1 and then subset 2 of sufficient set. 
If no error has been found, we should inspect the con-
straints in subset 1 and then subset 2 of necessary set, 
and if also no error has been detected, we should ex-
amine the structure of flow sheet through the con-
straints in subset 3 of the sufficient set and then nec-
essary set, seeing Fig.3.  

 
Figure 1  Three stages strategy for infeasibility diagnosis 
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5  CASE STUDY 
A refinery involving 30 primary units with 3 at-

mosphere and vacuum distillation columns and 3 FCC 
units processes 850×104 tons of crude oil per year 
and its primary products are gasoline, kerosene, diesel 
oil and lube. The LP model of production planning 
involves about one thousand constraints and two thou-
sand variables. The optimal solution is facile to gain 
by solver, but it is more difficult how to repair the 

model without feasible region. For an infeasible LP 
model of production planning in the refinery, in the 
IIS obtained from the solver, involves 153 constraints 
with 17 ones in sufficient set and 138 ones in neces-
sary set. It is not facile to analyze the infeasibility. 
Further classification of the sufficient and necessary 
set as described in Table 3. The sign (1), (2),(3),(4),(5) 
and (6) denote the priority of infeasibility. Constraints 
in subset (1) most possibly contain error or unreasonable 

 
Figure 3  The classification of IIS 

Table 3  Infeasibility diagnosis report using three stages strategy 
No. Constraints Number Type Stream/Unit 

 sufficient set 17   
(1) capacity, flowrate 4   

 S406=36.00  flowrate S406 
 S358=0  flowrate S358 
 S344=27.00  flowrate S344 
 S298≥100.00  flowrate S298 

(2) production rate, proportion, quality, other 0   
(5) material balance 13   

 S2+S3－S405－S406+S419+S420+S431+S432=0  material balance C165 
 …    
 S67－S301－S336－S337+S358－next 8=0  material balance T124 
 necessary set 138   

(3) capacity, flowrate 21   
 S559+S560+S561+S562+S563+S564=240.00  capacity MD176 
 …    
 S372+S386≤6.00  capacity D157 

(4) production rate, proportion, quality, other 101   
 －0.11×S305－0.11×S307－0.11×S310+0.89×S312=0  proportion S312 
 …    
 x85=0  other  

(6) material balance 16   
 S345－S450－S451－S564－next 23=0  material balance T148 
 …    
 S105+S248－S282－S359－S360－next 1=0  material balance T114 
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data while constraints in subset (6) have least chance 
of error. Constraints in subset (1), (2), (3) and (4) are 
used to identify data errors Ⅲ, as constraints in sec-
tion (5) and (6) are used to confirm the structural in-
consistencies. By examining the 4 constraints in sub-
set (1), we immediately identify the 4th constraint 
(S298≥100.00) contains error data and repair the in-
feasible model. 

6  CONCLUSIONS 
The article described the LP model of production 

planning in refinery. The constraints in model are 
classified into several categories according to their 
type, and the classification is important for providing 
a good diagnosis when the model is infeasible. The 
infeasibility sources involve data errors and structural 
inconsistencies. The data errors are partitioned into 
three types: Ⅰ, Ⅱ and Ⅲ. Data error Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ and 
structural inconsistencies are interacted for infeasibil-
ity diagnosis. Data error Ⅰ will have an impact on 
detecting data error Ⅱ, while data error Ⅱ will cause 
interference during identifying data errors Ⅲ. As the 
same, data errors will disturb the identification of 
structural inconsistencies. 

Based on constraints’ classification and infeasi-
bility analysis, three stages strategy is proposed to 
diagnose the infeasible LP model. The three stages are: 
(1) Check data when they are input to detect data error 
Ⅰ and repair them; (2) Inspect data whether they are 
accorded with material balance before solving the LP 
model to identify data error Ⅱ  and repair them;    
(3) Find IIS of infeasible LP model and give diagnosis 
information priority-ranked to recognize data error Ⅲ 
and structural inconsistencies. These stages could be 
executed automatically and a case study has been 
demonstrated to show the effectiveness of the pro-
posed approach. 

NOMENCLATURE 
C fixed costs 
F stream flow rate, t·h－1 
h total number of out streams of a unit 
K   production rate 
k   total number of feed streams of a unit 
m   total number of units 
n   total number of streams 
p   price (product, p>0; raw material, p<0; else p=0) 
q   operating cost per unit 
s   stream flow rate, t·h－1 
V   capacity of unit, t·h－1 
x feed stream flow rate, t·h－1 
y   out stream flow rate, t·h－1 
δ loss proportion of unit 

φ   feedstock flow rate proportion 
ω quality value of feedstock 
ω′ quality required of product 

Superscripts 
L   lower bound 
U   upper bound 

Subscripts 
i   stream index 
j   stream index 
l   unit index 
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